TECH BULLETIN

BRÜHAUL CARGO BARS INSTALLATION

Models Affected:
BRÜHAUL

Parts List (image 1):
- 2 x Cargo Bars
- 2 x Struts
- 4 x Long Bolts
- 4 x Short Bolts
- 4 x Washers
- 4 x Nuts

Required Tools (image 2):
- 10mm open-end wrench
- 4mm Allen wrench
- Torque wrench (and 4mm Allen/hex socket)

Note: You will need Felt Cargo Rack 2.0 to assemble the BruHaul cargo bars. Cargo Rack 2.0 is equipped with a strut on either side to secure the cargo bars. If your rack is missing these struts, you have the original rack and will need to contact dealer support to receive the 2.0 rack.

Instructions:

1. Have a friend assist you in positioning the cargo bars atop the rack. Both cargo bars are identical, but must be aligned in the following configuration: For the forward-most mounting ends, the cargo bar on the left-hand side of the bike must be positioned on top of the opposite cargo bar. For the rearward-most mounting ends, the cargo bar on the right-hand side of the bike must be positioned on top of the opposite cargo bar (See Photo 1).

2. Secure the cargo bars to the rack. Insert a short bolt through a washer, and then insert each bolt through the four (4) holes in the ends of the cargo bars and through the holes in your BrüHaul rack. Thread a nut by hand onto the end of each bolt underneath the rack. DO NOT tighten the bolts completely.

3. Position the struts horizontally on the front and rear ends of the cargo bars. Secure each strut with two (2) short bolts by inserting the bolts through the cargo bar and threading them into each end of the strut.

4. Using a torque wrench and 4mm Allen/hex socket, tighten each of the strut bolts to 4-5 Nm.

5. Using a torque wrench and 4mm Allen/hex socket, tighten each of the cargo bar bolts to 4-5 Nm. Use a 10mm wrench to hold each bolt’s accompanying nut in place.

If you have any concerns or questions, please contact Felt Dealer Support at 866.433.5887 (ext. 3).
All manuals are available for download at http://goo.gl/Sc3fYM
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